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Background 

Even though beef demand has proven amazingly resilient in the past few years, one of the greatest 
concerns is the relative price of beef compared to competing proteins. Most believe that the 
outstanding flavor of beef is what keeps consumers returning to the meat case to make purchases 
irrespective of price. Since we are expecting consumers to pay more for beef, the outstanding flavor of 
beef must be maintained and/or improved allowing for beef consumers to be continually satisfied. 
The importance of beef flavor in the marketplace is underscored by the fact that consumers’ flavor 
preferences are reflected in their beef purchase decisions (Umberger et al., 2002; Sitz et al., 2005), 
and the fact that the Phase I of the 2011 National Beef Quality Audit identified that four out of five 
beef industry sectors identified beef flavor as either the first or second most important beef attribute 
(Igo et al., 2013). 

Recent research funded by the beef checkoff has demonstrated that differences in steak thickness, 
cooking method, cooking temperature, and cooking rate influences the overall eating satisfaction of 
steaks and influences beef flavor (Shubert, 2015). Perhaps the most intriguing discovery of that 
research was the improvement in the tenderness and flavor observed in steaks that were cooked 
more slowly (Shubert, 2015). Ultimately, the findings of this research will contribute to developing the 
most ideal cooking procedures to maximize the steak eating experience. 

This research is aimed at expanding upon the research idea that rate of cooking and degree of 
doneness are major contributors to steak tenderness and flavor development. 
 

Methodology 

Carcasses (N = 90) were selected at commercial beef processing facilities. Strip Loin Steaks were 
obtained from both sides of each carcass and aged for 21 days. One steak was used to obtain 
Warner‐Bratzler shear force (WBSF) and slice shear force (SSF) measurements. The other steak was 
rated by a trained sensory panel for juiciness (0 = extremely dry, 10 = extremely juicy), tenderness (0 
= extremely tough, 10 = extremely tender), and detectable levels of several flavors (0 = no presence, 
10 = very strong presence) including: beef/brothy (basic flavor and aroma of grilled or roasted beef; 
simulated by the flavor of beef broth), brown/grilled, burnt, buttery (flavor and aroma associated with 
cooked fat from grain‐finished beef; often described as a buttery flavor), bloody/metallic (flavor and 
aroma associated with blood in beef cooked to a rare degree of doneness; sometimes described as a 
metallic taste), livery (flavor and aroma associated with cooked beef liver or kidney), and oxidized. 
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Findings 

The results obtained indicate that cooking rate (oven temperature) and final internal temperature 
(degree of doneness) have significant influences on trained panel sensory, shear force 
measurements, and percent cook loss. Generally speaking, increasing cooking rate and degree of 
doneness had detrimental effects on sensory attributes, shear force and cook loss. The sensory 
results also show that eating characteristics are influenced by more than just degree of doneness, but 
also by the rate in which steaks reach a given final internal temperature. Steaks cooked at 150°F 
produced tender steaks; however, the slow cooking rate resulted in decreases in juiciness and the 
development of brown/grilled flavor notes. Additionally, the extended time required to cook steaks at 
150°F would make this an impractical cook method in a foodservice setting. Beginning at 350°F, 
increasing oven temperature, while keeping degree of doneness constant, generally resulted in a 
decrease in tenderness, juiciness, and bloody flavor intensity, but an increase in brown/ grilled flavor. 
Since consumer sensory panelists were not used in the current study, it is difficult to determine how 
tradeoffs in trained sensory ratings would exactly influence consumer acceptability. However, these 
data can be used as a tool by the foodservice industry to assess the sensory attributes that varying 
cooking rate and degree of doneness combinations possess in order to adequately select a cooking 
method that fits their needs to create a combination that has the greatest chance of delivering the 
consumer a satisfactory eating experience. 

Implications 
 
Recent consumer research and the most recently conducted National Beef Quality Audit continue to 
indicate that beef flavor is a fundamental driver for beef demand. Additionally, recently completed 
research aimed at steak cookery methods has identified that production practices, specifically days 
on feed and breed type, considerably influence the flavor attributes of beef. Even further, muscle to 
muscle differences also influence the flavor of beef. Results of the current study further explain 
factors influencing beef flavor. These data can be used as a tool by the foodservice industry to 
assess the sensory attributes that varying cooking rate and degree of doneness combinations 
possess in order to adequately select a cooking method that fits their needs to create a combination 
that has the greatest chance of delivering a satisfactory eating experience to the consumer. 
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Table 1. Least squares means comparing consumer panel responses. 

 
 

                   
 
 
 

Figure 1. Steak cooked with 
oven temperature of 350°F 
and internal temperature of 
185°F. 
 

Figure 2. Steak cooked with 
oven temperature of 650°F 
and internal temperature of 
185°F. 
 


